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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Need for Appraisal of Small High School - One expression 
of the typical American penchant for bigness is the desire to 
consolidate schools. Consolidation of small high schools is 
often espoused for reasons of efficiency, economy, better 
competitive position in obtaining teachers and similar claims. 
However true, these claims are often advanced without adequate 
appraisal of the small high school. 
Common G-oals of Large and Small High Schools - Both small 
and large high schools have the same job to do. This Job has 
been described in many different ways. There are the three 
R*s, the ten basic alms, statements like training for life, 
satisfying pupil needs and adjustment to society. The National 
Education Association pronounced the well-known seven cardinal 
principles as a set of objectives. 
1 
Bent and Kronenberg quote Douglass in "Secondary 
Education for Youth in America" showing what secondary educa¬ 
tion is and what it does. "Secondary education is that period 
in which emphasis is shifted from the tools of learning and 
literacy to the use of tools to acquire knowledge, interests, 
skills and appreciations in other major fields of human life 
and thought." 
(1) Bent, Rudyard K. and Kronenberg, Henry H. Principles of 
Secondary Education. p. 4 
- 3 - 
Willard B. Spaulding, dean of the College of Education 
at the University of Illinois, in the foreword of the editor 
2 
to "Mental Hygiene in Teaching" has this refreshing view 
point of a purpose of education: "Enjoying life is the major 
purpose of education and so of each school system and each 
teacher ". 
The task of secondary education is seen to have many 
facets. Whether this task can be accomplished by a large 
school better than by a small school is a highly complex 
question. The substance of this paper does not answer the 
question,.but rather shews the results of a study of a small 
high school, Smith Academy at Hatfield, Massachusetts. These 
results are the assembled factual matter from which an answer 
might be drawn. 
Current Utilization by Smith Academy of Study Results - 
Some conditions which the study evidenced already have been 
integrated into the program of Smith Academy. Guidance has 
been re-emphasized in response to a suspected need for 
expansion which the study showed to be a fact. Some curricu¬ 
lum revision is contemplated to cover remedial reading, 
consumer education and public speaking needs, A highly 
(2) Redl, Fritz, and Wattenberg, William W. Mental Hygiene 
in Teaching, p.vi. 
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developed club program is the result of a need shown by the 
study for expansion in the student activities area. 
An Advantage of Smallness - The easy liaison between 
administration and staff which exists in this small school 
might not be as easily achieved in a large school. This 
i 
exchange of ideas helps make the school the sensitive dynamic 
entity it is. 
Bigness is no guarantee of fineness, though fineness 
is greatness. 
Brief History of Smith Academy Included - The po3iton of 
Smith Academy in the history and traditons of Hatfield cannot 
be studied as objectively as the foregoing but history and 
tradition must be considered in any appraisal of the place 
of a high school in a community. The best from history gives 
moderns some standards of greatness. 
CHAPTER II 
STATEMENT OF PROELEM AND OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE 
CHAPTER II 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE 
A standard practice in evaluating a manufacturing 
concern is to look over the factory with a critical eye 
and then look over the product. In this analysis of 
Smith Academy a similar procedure was followed. 
Evaluation of the School - In evaluating the school 
itself the method of the Cooperative Study of Secondary- 
School Standards was selected. Their evaluative criteria 
are a 1950 revision of a volume published by this committee 
1 
nearly twenty years ago entitled "Evaluative Criteria". 
Thus the revised criteria are for evaluating a modem 
school. 
Implementation of the evaluation was accomplished 
with the assistance of Principal John Jakobek of Smith 
Academy and his staff. He was quite aware of the value 
of such an evaluation and undertook this project as much 
for his own uses as those of this author. 
Setting Up Follow-Up Procedure - In setting up the 
follow-up procedure it was finally decided to include 
those graduated classes whose members were known to the 
author during his period as an instructor at Smith Academy. 
The limits of the group became the classes 1944-48. 
(1) Evaluative Criteria. 1950 ed. Cooperative Study of 
Secondary-Schools Standards, Washington, D.C. p.306. 
- 7 - 
Class lists were obtained from the school principal 
who also supplied most of the addresses. Mimeographed 
letters were mailed to each graduate. A note was written 
on each margin to give a personal touch to the impersonal 
mimeographed letter. Enclosed with the letter was a 
stamped envelope bearing the address of the school. In 
cases of doubtful addresses "Please Forward" on the 
envelope sent the letters to the many parts of the world 
where the armed forces are. The envelope also contained 
a questionnaire. A copy of the letter and questionnaire 
are in Appendices I and II respectively. 
The author is indebted to Miss Eleanor C. Fillmore 
for the form of the follow-up questionnaire. After 
discussion with the school principal the form of the 
questionnaire was revised to supply information of 
particular use to him. 
To get vital statistics for those who did not reply 
the author contacted their homes, friends and neighbors. 
He also gave a list of names to the principal. Py 
contacting teachers and younger brothers and sisters 
the principal obtained information needed to complete 
the tabulation. 
- 8 - 
Local Pride in History of School Has Good-Will Value - 
A brief history of Smith Academy is included in this paper 
to show more clearly the deep roots the academy has in 
the community. The author believes that respect for 
local history and traditions is a potent force for good 
in a community of former school pupils. He believes that 
sentimental attachment to the halcyon days of high school 
helps budgets of school committees pass in town meeting. 
The history of the school, therefore, represents local 
pride or good-will. 
CHAPTER III 
HISTORY OF SMITH ACADEMY 
CHAPTER III 
HISTORY OF SMITH ACADEMY 
Soohla Smith Wanted School for Deaf Mutes - The history 
of Smith Academy precedes by several years the erection of the 
building in 1872. When Sophia Smith, who was '’troubled with 
the infirmity of deafness", was writing her will she pro¬ 
posed to establish an institute for deaf mutes. This need 
was met when John Clarke founded Clarke School for the deai 
in 1867. 
A College for Women Proposed - Miss Smith then wanted 
to leave all her money to a new college for women. Wells and 
Wells in "A History of Hatfield" wrote of Sophia Smith - 
"in her youth the education of girls was 
considered of slight importance. They 
were not allowed to recite with the boys, 
but might sit on the doorstep of the 
schoclhouse to hear them recite. In this 
way Sophia Smith picked up crumbs of 
knowledge." 
The further schooling of Sophia Smith occurred at a dame school 
in Hartford, Connecticut for twelve weeks when she was four- 
* 
teen years old, and during a brief session at Hopkins Academy 
when she was eighteen. 
Local Co-educational Academy Provided - Small wonder it 
is that she followed the suggestion of one George W. Hubbard 
to establish an Academy in Hatfield, with the proviso that it 
must be co-educational. Her will contained a provision for 
(1) Wells,Daniel White, and Wells, Reuben Field, A History 
of Hatfield, Massachusetts, p. 352 
11 
$75,000 to be set apart to establish the academy, and a 
further orovision that female teachers must be equal to males 
in number or be within one of the number of male teachers. 
December 4, 1872 saw the Academy open with thirty-two 
boys and twenty-five girls, many from out of town. With the 
advent of public secondary education Smith Academy took on 
the functions of a secondary school. 
Her Benefactor Brother Favored Restricted Curriculum - 
— 2 
11 The Hatfield Book” by Charles Wright records that Austin 
Smith, the brother of Sophia, who left her the inheritance 
that founded the academy (and Smith College), once introduced 
"a resolution in town meeting forbidding all instruction in 
the public schools except in reading, writing, arithmetic 
and geography”. 
If he could know the esteem in which his name is held 
in the town, even to the-idepiction of Smith Academy on the 
town seal, he might well approve the modern curriculum of 
Smith Academy. 
History of Education Epitomized by History of Smith 
Academy - There is an interesting parallel between the his¬ 
tory of Smith Academy and the history of secondary education 
in the United States. 
(2) Wright, Charles A. The Hatfield Book, p. 31 
12 
When the Revolutionary War was concluded leaders were 
3 
asking for parochial education. Caswell in the modern hook 
"Curriculum Improvement in Public School Systems" summarizes 
this educational revolution under three headings: 
(1) Recognition of need for well-informed.citizenry 
in a democracy; 
(2) Importance of teaching love of country and 
cherishment of ideals of democracy; 
(3) View that education must be available to any who 
wish to improve their station. 
Nearly a hundred years passed before these platitudes were 
implemented generally. Smith Academy was founded by charity. 
It finally became a tax-supported public school fifty years 
after Horace Mann. The curriculum changes were in keeping 
with the changing demand society makes on schools to achieve 
the democratic goal this country has for an ideal. The whole 
evolution of secondary education is strikingly epitomized in 
this one school. 
(3) Caswell, Hollis L. and associates. Curriculum Improvement 
in Public School Systems. Chap. I. 
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CHAPTER IV 
EVALUATIVE CRITERIA USSR IK EVALUATING SMITH ACADEMY 
The evaluative criteria which were applied to Smith 
Academy are a development of the Cooperative Study of 
Secondary-School Standards organized in 1933. These 
educators produced four volumes a3 a result of their 
1 
studies. Among these is MEvaluative Criteria” which 
was revised in 1950. 
The principal aims of the Cooperative Study educators, 
2 
as outlined in their publication, "Evaluative Criteria”, 
are the following: 
”(1) to determine the characteristics of a 
good secondary school.” 
”(2) to find practical means and methods to 
evaluate the effectiveness of a school 
in terms of its objectives.” 
”(3) to determine means and processes by which 
a good school develops into a better one.” 
Principal and Staff Make Evaluation - The school 
principal explained the purpose and expectations of the 
study. He and the teachers undertook the project under 
3 
Self-Evaluation procedures outlined in the manual. 
(1) Evaluative Criteria. 1950 edition. Cooperative Study of 
3econdary-3chool Standards, Washington, D.C. p. 306. 
(2) Ibid., Part A (Manual) p. ill. 
(3) Ibid., p. 1-3. 
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4 
Evaluation procedures of the visiting committee were not 
employed in this study. As a result the objectivity of 
the evaluation was decreased. 
Some Results of Evaluation - Some results of the 
evaluation are indicated in the following paragraphs. 
The numbers in the graduating class by years is 
1949-16, 1950-15, 1951-14, 1952-17. The intelligence 
quotient by Science Research Associates Primary Mental 
Tests shows the following distribution: 83-1, 91-2, 
108-36, 116-21, 124-13, over 124-9. Withdrawals study 
showed three percent left school at age 16 and two per¬ 
cent transferred to trade school. Educational intent 
Indicated the following: 25% - college; 41#-- business 
or technical school; 25^ - terminal; 9% - undecided. 
The town population is 2150 of whom eighty-eight are 
in high school. The per pupil cost is $333. 
In the program of studies college, commercial and 
vocational courses are offered. Electives include shop, 
household arts, music for freshman; geometry, French, 
Latin, typing for sophomores; chemistry for juniors. 
Seniors may elect from any course the school offers 
within guided limits. All pupils must take guidance and 
(4)Evaluative Criteria, op. cit. p. 4. 
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physical education. Other required courses are English 
and United States History, 
In agriculture the instruction meets pupil needs. 
Practical work Is given much attention. The need for 
demonstration plots and for greater diversity of equip¬ 
ment was expressed. 
In English the pupils have unusually high ratings in 
standard tests compared to ratings in other subjects within 
the school. The instructor uses a great variety of teaching 
materials. There is need for remedial reading. 
Mathematics offerings prepare adequately for college 
but general mathematics is given only in the ninth year. 
The physical education program is required of all 
pupils for two hours weekly. Extra-curricular athletics 
have sixty percent of boys participating. 
Pupil activities include this long list; 
year book 
schoolpaper 
student government 
public speaking 
school dances 
drama 
choral singing school assembly program 
physical education for boys and girls 
Club Program 
French stamp photography 
science nature home economics 
commercial Future Farmers of America 
17 - 
All these clubs were Inaugurated because of pupil cerand. 
There was ninety-five percent participation in the program. 
An unfilled need for outside speakers was indicated. 
Guidance was handled by honeroon teachers. Suitable 
departnent heads were chosen for guidance in their respective 
fields. 
Ike school staff included over eighty-two percent of 
teachers with at least one year of experience. The break¬ 
down by nuncers of teachers-years of experience follows; 
1-25 years, 2 - 15 to 19 years, 2 - 5 to 9 years, 2 - 
1 :o - years, 1 - less than one year. 
I-rash leal Sunnary Analyses - In the graphic sunnary 
of "Evaluative Criteria" the school scored in the upper 
half cf the "-cod” area of his ter rare for nest evaluations. 
Prcgrar cf Studies, Instructional Activities and Instruc¬ 
tional Materials rated "very good". Organization, Staff 
and Pupil Activities were 'ust short of "very good" . In 
subject fields agriculture scored "excellent" while 
business training, English, foreign language, nathenatics, 
boys physical education and science scored "very good’’. 
Vuslc and Guidance Staff rated "fair" and a low "good" 
respectively* library Services and the School Plant were 
net evaluated. School Staff and Adninistration, and Data 
for Individual Staff Herbert were not graphically surrariz^, 
(5) Evaluative Criteria, op. cit. p. 299-303 
CHAPTER V 
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CHAPTER V 
METHOD OF 03TAINING FOLLOW-UP INFORMATION 
Purposes of Follow-up - The general purpose was to 
determine what the graduates do when they get through school. 
Has the school served them well? A specific purpose of the 
follow-up was to get information for curriculum revision. 
Another purpose was to determine the needs of pupils today 
from the pupils of yesterday. A third specific purpose was 
to keep the graduates and the school in touch with each other. 
The author had the opinion that adult evening courses 
might fill a need which is expressed by respondents to other 
follow-up studies. He included the question ’’What subjects 
would interest you if they were offered in adult evening 
courses in your town or city?fr 
Job opportunities for the present pupils are suggested 
by analysis of this questionnaire. Yet another value is the 
anecdotal material in the replies. This kind of material can 
serve a multiplicity of uses to judicious teachers in guidance 
of present pupils. A study of the graduates of five successive 
years serve to indicate trends whereas a one year study does 
not show trends unless it is repeated for each graduating 
class. 
Method of Procedure - In deciding the method of procedure 
for the follow-up of the 1944-4-8 classes certain limitations 
presented themselves to the author. Personal Interviews give 
highly valid information but this procedure was not feasible. 
20 
Instead the author mailed a mimeographed letter to each 
graduate and added a personal note in his own handwriting. 
He was particularly fortunate in this regard for each graduate 
of this small high school was known to him. The note referred 
to appropriate experiences shared "in the good old days” at 
Smith Academy. Many of the replies contained, in addition 
to an answered questionnaire, a personal letter from the 
pupil. This aspect gave a "G-ood-by Mrr Chips" flavor to the 
follow-up which was heart-warming, and gave additional zest 
to the follow-up which does not appear in the tabular summation. 
The reports of general follow-up studies were examined 
by the author to obtain ideas for procedures. In his final 
Judgment he decided to pattern his procedure after the one 
used by Eleanor C. Fillmore for her study of Amherst High 
1 
School, Class of 194-4. The Fillmore problem used a question¬ 
naire which served as a model for the questionnaire in this 
follow-up. 
This author did not include any question about income of 
graduates as did the Fillmore study. It was felt such infor¬ 
mation was not pertinent to the purposes of this study. 
Sources of Information - Eighty-seven questionnaires 
were mailed out. Fifty-six, or sixty-four percent of the 
(1) Fillmore, Eleanor C. A Follow-Up Study of the Class cf 
1944-Amherst High School. 
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graduates responded. Seventy-cne percent of the boys replied 
and sixty-one percent of the girls. When it became apparent 
that there would be no further replies to the Questionnaire 
the author decided to get information by other means. In a 
community the size of Hatfield gathering the vital statistics 
for those who did not answer the questionnaire was not dif¬ 
ficult. Teachers, friends and relatives of non-replying 
graduates supplied this biographical data. Table I shows the 
sources of information. 
Limitations of the Study - Of the fifty-six graduates who 
replied to the questionnaire the author found that thirty- 
six replies came from pupils in the scholastic upper half 
of their respective classes and twenty replies from the lower 
half. Further analysis shows that of the graduates who had 
been in the top third of their respective classes eighty 
percent answered while of the graduates who had been in the 
lower third only forty-eight percent responded. For all 
classes combined there is a rather strong indication that 
the respondents to the questionnaire are, in point of scholar¬ 
ship, superior to the entire group. It will be well to keep 
this in mind, as the data to follow is presented, that the 
picture is probably somewhat different than that which would 
appear if returns to the questionnaire had been obtained from 
all graduates. Although teachers, friends and relatives could 
22 - 
TABLE I 
Sources of Information 
Questionnaire Return or Biographical 
Total 
Per 
cent Boys 
Per 
cent Girls 
Per 
cent 
Graduates 1944- 17 100 6 35-3 11 64.7 
Questionnaire 11 64.7 5 29.4 6 35.3 
Biographical 6 35.3 1 5.9 5 29.4 
Graduates 194-5 18 100 5 27.8 13 72.2 
Questionnaire 14 77.8 4 22.2 10 55-6 
Biographical ' 4 
i 
CM
 
CM
 
CM
 1 5.6 3 16.7 
Graduates 1946 18 100 5 27.8 13 72.2 
Questionnaire 11 61.1 2 11.1 9 50.0 
Biographical 7 38.9 3 16.7 4 22.2 
Graduates 1947 17 100 6 35.3 11 64.7 
Questionnaire 9 53.0 6 35.3 3 17.7 
Biographical 8 47.0 0 00 8 47.0 
Graduates 1948 17 100 9 53.0 8 47.0 
Questionnaire 11 64.7 5 29.4 6 35.3 
Biographical 6 35.3 4 23.6 2 11.7 
- 2-3 - 
supply all the vital statistics and biographical data needed 
for the non-replying graduates they could not answer the 
questions having to do with suggestions regarding ways to 
improve the school and they are the group that might have 
important views on what is wrong with the school. 
Relationship of Scholastic Rank and Reply to Question¬ 
naire - Table II shows the relationship of rank in scholastic 
work and reply to questionnaire for the combined five classes 
of graduates. It will be noted that all pupils who ranked 
first in the respective classes answered the questionnaire. 
All pupils ranking third, sixth and ninth replied also. The 
positions with eighty percent response are the second, seventh, 
fourteenth and seventeenth. 
The rankings showing the lower percentage of replies are 
in the lower half of the classes. None of the pupils eighteenth 
in rank replied. One out of the five in positions eleven 
and fifteen replied. Two out of five in positions ten and 
sixteen responded. 
The author believes that some of the responses among 
lower ranking pupils occurred because of his sympathetic 
understanding and friendship for them during high school. 
The questionnaire replies may well be an expression of thanks. 
24 
TABLE II 
Relationship of Rank in Scholastic Work 
and Reply to Questionnaire 
7 
Ranking in Glass 
Replying to 
Number 
Questionnaire 
Percent 
1 5 100 
2 4 80 
3 5 100 
4 3 60 
5 3 60 
6 5 100 
7 4 80 
8 2 40 
9 5 100 
10 2 40 
11 1 20 
12 3 60 
13 3 60 
14 4 80 
15 1 20 
16 2 40 
17 4 80 
18 0 0 
CHAPTER VI 
RESIDENCES AND ACTIVITIES OF GRADUATES 
CHAPTER VI 
RESIDENCES AND ACTIVITIES OF GRADUATES 
The information obtained in the questionnaire was 
analysed and tabulated to present in a clear manner the 
« 
pertinent data. 
Residences of Graduates - The follow-up showed this 
group did not travel far from home but settled in Hatfield 
or the abutting cities and towns. These include Northampton, 
Hadley, Whately, South Deerfield and Sunderland. The fact 
that eighty percent remained in these environs indicates that 
Smith Academy could be of aid to the graduates in securing 
local emplyment. Table III shows the distribution of this 
group. 
Nearly fourteen percent live in other places in Massa¬ 
chusetts. About six percent live in other states. For pur¬ 
poses of tabulation college students and armed forces per¬ 
sonnel were listed as living at home. Where this twenty 
percent will eventually live cannot be foretold so they are 
included in the ninety-four percent that live within the 
borders of Massachusetts. 
That such a large percentage of graduates remain in 
the vicinity is a significant factor in determing the need 
for giving the present students more information about local 
employment and educational opportunities. 
- 27 - 
TABLE III 
Analysis of Group Classified under Hatfield 
and Abutting Communities 
Boys Girls Class Place 
1944 Hatfield 5 
Northampton 
Hadley 
1945 Hatfield 5 
Northampton 
Hadley 
1946 Hatfield 4 
Northampton 
Hadley 
South Deerfield 
1947 Hatfield 6 
Northampton 
Hadley 
Whately 
Sunderland 
1948 Hatfield 8 
Northampton 
Hadley 
Whately 
6 
2 
1 
5 
3 
1 
6 
2 
1 
1 
5 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
28 
Marital Status - "No, but I am engaged" is the answer 
one girl gave to the question "Married?*1. For purposes of 
tabulation, however, the marital status of the group is as of 
June 1951* Forty-two married and forty-five unmarried 
graduates comprise the group studied. Table XVshows forty- 
eight percent of the group was married by June 1951* Marriage 
was more popular among the girls for sixty-two percent of the 
girls were married whereas only twenty-three percent of the 
boys were benedicts at that time. There were no widows, 
widowers, divorces or separations in the group. 
The number of working wives is nine as thirty-five 
girls are married but of that number only twenty-six list 
their occupation as homemakers as will be shown later in this 
chapter. 
The number of children was not tabulated by the author 
because during the year the information was gathered the 
number was constantly increasing. 
Present Activities of Graduates - The questionnaire 
responses and the biographical information were corrected 
to June 1951* Table V. shows that one-half of the graduates 
are gainfully employed and over a third are at home. Six 
graduates are in college. It must be remembered that this 
follow-up is of the graduates of the classes of 194-4—4-8 
and that the war interrupted the educational plans of the 
29 - 
TABLE IV 
Marital Status 
/. 
Total 
Per 
cent Boys 
Percent 
of Boys Girls 
Percent 
of Girls 
Class of 1944 
Unmarried 5 29.4 3 50.0 2 18.2 
Married 12 70.6 ' 3 50.0 9 81.8 
Class of 1945 
Unmarried 8 44.4 3 60.0 5 36.4 
Married 10 55.6 2 40.0 8 63.6 
Class of 1946 
Unmarried 9 50.0 4 80.0 5 36.4 
Married 9 50.0 1 20.0 8 63.6 
Class of 1947 
Unmarried 10 58.8 6 100.0 4 36.4 
Married 7 41.2 0 00.0 7 63.6 
Class of 1948 
Unmarried 13 76.4 8 89.0 5 62.5 
Married 4 23.6 1 11.0 3 37.5 
earlier classes and that some boys in the later classes are 
still in the armed services. A later chapter will give more 
detailed information and tables relative to the number of 
graduates who completed their formal education before the 
30 - 
questionnaire was sent out. 
The twenty-six listed as at home are all girls and 
married homemakers, many with children. There is no un¬ 
employment in the group. The twelve boys who are still in 
the armed services are from the later classes of 1946-47-48. 
Present 
TABLE V 
Activities of Graduates 
Total Percent 
Employed 43 49.4 
Further Education 6 6.9 
At Home 26 29.9 
Armed Forces 12 13.8 
Occupations of Graduates - This classification is in 
a constant state of flux. Even during the year Lhe infor 
mation was being gathered there were changes that came to 
the attention of the author. An important cause was the 
armed forces draft program. Marriage changed the occupa¬ 
tion of some graduates. Table VI shows the occupational 
status of the graduates. This table is based on bio¬ 
graphical data and questionnaire responses corrected to 
to 
June 1931. 
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TABLE VI 
Occupations of Graduates 
• 
1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 
Homemaker 7 7 4 5 3 
Office worker 3 5 3 5 3 
Agriculture 2 1 2 1 1 
Armed forces 
- 
- 
2 4 6 
College student 1 3 - 1 1 
Nurse - 1 1 - - 
Telephone operator 2 - 3 - 1 
Hairdresser 1 - 1 - - 
Construction 1 - 1 - - 
Factory worker - - - - 1 
Airline stewardess — 1 - - - 
Waitress - - 1 - - 
Mechanic - a* - 1 1 
The table Indicated that homemaking is numerically the 
most important occupation. By interpretation it can be seen 
that the older graduates are out of the service and the 
younger ones are in uniform. Three ex-service men are in 
0 
college. 
Nineteen are clerks and stenographers and account for 
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nearly half of those gainfully employed. Agriculture has 
the next largest group, all hoys, with seven graduates 
which is sixteen percent of the gainfully employed. More 
than fourteen percent of the group are telephone operators, 
six in number and all girls. The three nurses make up seven 
percent of the employed. The other girls are in occupations 
that include an airline stewardess, two hairdressers and a 
waitress. Two construction workers, a factory worker and two 
mechanics are the occupations of the other hoys. 
Method of Obtaining Employment - Getting a good job is 
a problem which faces nearly every graduate. This study 
indicates that draft boards solved the problem temporarily 
for many young men. Other graduates were seeking further 
education. Some female graduates were married homemakers. 
One described herself as an "unemployed housewife with two 
children" and a sense of humor. 
Question III of the questionnaire asked "How did you 
get the job you now have?". As other studies of this ques¬ 
tion have shown, more jobs are obtained through friends and 
family contacts than through placement agencies. Table VII 
gives the different replies and their frequency. "Draft 
board" was not considered as an answer for purposes of 
tabulation. 
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TABLE VII 
How Jobs Were Obtained 
Reply Frequency 
Knew employer personally 8 
Civil Service examination 7 
Family contact with employer 5 
Friends told of opportunity 5 
Commercial school placement service 5 
Answered advertisement 4 
On home farm 3 
Family contacts and friends accounted for eighteen 
placements. In eight of these cases the graduates knew the 
employer personally. For five graduates, family contact with 
the employer obtained a position for them. Interested friends 
informed five others of available employment. Civil service 
examinations secured seven positions. Commercial school 
placement services secured five placements. The three young 
men who are listed on home farms are partners on family farms . 
Replies to advertisements obtained jobs for others. 
The author observes that in Hatfield business is still 
done with friends. Social adaptability attains economic 
importance. One of the legitimate goals of our secondary 
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education may well be the development of social effective¬ 
ness. If this adaptability is taught and yields greater 
social effectiveness for the learner another of his basic 
needs will be met. He will find it easier to get a good 
Job. 
Summary - Data was obtained and tabulated for eighty- 
seven graduates. As to place of residence eighty percent 
are living in Hatfield and abutting communities, fourteen 
percent in other places in Massachusetts. Of this group 
forty-eight percent are married. Forty-three are gain¬ 
fully employed representing various occuoations with office 
workers accounting for nearly half the group. A majority 
of the graduates obtained their present positions through 
family contacts and friends. 

CHAPTER VII 
FURTHER FORMAL EDUCATION 
Graduates Continuing Formal Education - When the replies 
to the question nDld you go to school after graduating?” were 
analysed they revealed that forty-six percent had had varying 
amounts of further formal education. As shown in Table VIII 
there were sixteen boys and twenty-four girls who continued 
their formal education after high school. 
Number 
TABLE VIII 
of Graduates Who Continued Formal Education 
Percent Percent 
Class Boys of Boys Girls of Girls 
1944 2 33.3 5 45.5 
1945 4 80.0 6 46.1 
1946 1 20.0 5 38.4 
1947 5 83.3 4 36.4 
1948 4 44.4 4 50.0 
College Education - - A total of nine graduates have or 
will have a college degree, this is ten percent of the group 
studied in this follow-up. Gf these nine, six are boys and 
three are girls. Three have or will have their degrees from 
the University of Massachusetts, two from Holy Cross College, 
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one from Amherst College, one from the University of Michigan, 
one from Fitchburg State Teachers College and one from 
American International College. 
Vocational Education - A college education is not the 
only type of formal education available to the high school 
graduate. Table IX shows the kinds of training obtained. 
TABLE IX 
Type of Further Formal Education 
Training Training Now in 
completed dropped training 
College and University: 
College of liberal 
arts or science 2 6 
Teacher college 1 
Vocational: 
Nursing 3 
Business school 13 10 
Mechanic school 2 
Radio school 1 
Naval school 1 
Agricultural school 1 
The graduates who completed their training all had at 
least one year of formal education. Nurses train for three 
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years. Business school courses are one to two years in 
length. The extent of further education in fifteen cases 
was slight, a matter of a few months until a Job opportunity 
occurred. The nurses account for three percent of the follow 
up group. The thirteen business school graduates, six boys 
and seven girls, are fifteen percent of the group. Seven¬ 
teen percent of the graduates had some training until they 
secured a position. 
Terminal Education - Analysis of the responses to the 
question on further formal schooling shows that fifty-four 
percent of the group terminated their education at Smith 
Academy. Table X gives the distribution by classes of the 
boys and girls whose high school education was terminal. 
Number of Graduates 
TABLE X 
Whose High School Education was Terminal 
Glass Boys 
Percent 
of Boys Girls 
Percent 
of Girls 
1944 4 66.7 6 54.5 
. 1945 1 20.0 7 53.9 
1946 4 80.0 8 61.6 
1947 1 16.7 7 63.6 
1948 5 55.6 4 50.0 
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A more accurate statement of those receiving terminal educa¬ 
tion at high school should include the fifteen cases mentioned 
above where the extent of further education was slight and 
would make the terminal percentage seventy-one. When such 
a large percentage of students are expected to make their 
high school education terminal the school itself should be 
able to prepare them with the practical knowledge they will 
need to earn their living without further formal education. 
Suggestions Relative to Further Schooling - In the 
questionnaire, the graduates were asked to indicate what 
they would do differently if they had a chance to go through 
high school again. Chapter VIII will give the analysis of 
these responses. Five answers, however, concern further 
education and are discussed here. 
Five graduates wished they had taken a college course. 
Although this is a small part of the total number of graduates, 
only four percent, it does show that guidance at Smith 
Academy could be improved even though it would be impossible 
to make sure every student in high school is being fitted 
for exactly the type of future that is right for him. The 
reader may remember that in Chapter IV, page 17, it was 
stated that in the school evaluation Smith Academy scored a 
’’low good” in Guidance Staff. Due to this follow-up study 
more attention has been focused on guidance at Smith Academy. 
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Adult Education - By far the greatest interest in adult 
education was expressed in the fields relating to facility 
in use of English* Review grammar, English and public 
speaking combined were mentioned eighteen times. Bookkeeping, 
typing and shorthand each were mentioned seven times. The 
other areas of interest are shown in Table XI. 
Subjects 
TABLE XI 
Adult Education 
in Which Interest was Expressed 
Subject Number Subject Number 
English 8 
% 
History 1 
Bookkeeping 7 Geography 1 
Typing 7 Economics 1 
Shorthand 7 First Aid 1 
Public Speaking 6 Hygiene 1 
Grammar 4 Religion 1 
Current Events 3 Physics 1 
Farm Management 2 Office Machines 1 
Mathematics 2 Arts and Crafts 1 
French 2 None 9 
The author was rather surprised at the interest in adult 
education. Courses in most of the fields mentioned are 
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available at modest cost in nearby Northampton. The problem 
seems to be lack of stimulation or poor liaison. fiho will 
tell those who want adult education about those who offer 
the instruction? 
Local interest might well be stimulated if certain 
courses were offered right in the community. Subjects such 
as typing, shorthand, bookkeeping, review English might well 
be ones where local interest would be sustained. These are 
all mentioned in relation to adult education and, as will be 
shown later in this paper, as courses the graduates wish 
they had taken in high school. 
Summary - High school education was terminal for fifty- 
four percent of the group. Sixteen boys and twenty-four 
girls continued their formal education. Ten percent of the 
graduates have or will have college degrees, three percent 
are graduate nurses, fifteen percent attended business college 
for a year or more. The terminal education percentage might 
be considered seventy-one percent to include the seventeen 
percent whose further education was slight. 
The five graduates who wished they had taken a college 
course are discussed in relation to the need for better 
guidance at Smith Academy. Adult education is another fneans 
of getting more formal education after high school. The 
group showed quite an interest in answering this question 
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and suggested many subjects in in which they would be in¬ 
terested. Facility in the use of English and proficiency 
in commercial subjects were the major fields of interest. 
Perhaps if these subjects were offered right in the com¬ 
munity local interest and convenience would make an adult 
education program a success. 
CHAPTER VIII 
SUGGESTIONS OFFERED EY GRADUATES 
CHAPTER VIII 
SUGGESTIONS OFFERED BY GRADUATES 
Some Information for Curriculum Revision - It is not 
the purpose of this paper to study need for curriculum 
revision. This paper purports to touch one of the many 
sources customarily tapped in determining such needs - the 
graduates themselves. The questionnaire asked "What subjects 
were offered that you did not take, but that you wish you 
had taken?". Another question asked if there were any 
subjects not offered that the graduate wishes he could 
have taken. Table XII summarizes the answers to the 
former question. 
TABLE XII 
Subjects Offered Which Graduates Wish They Had Taken 
Course Number Course Number 
French 9 World History 5 
Latin 9 Bookkeeping 4 
Biology 9 Mathematics 4 
Physics 6 None 10 
Chemistry 6 Elank 9 
Typing 6 Very Satisfied 1 
Shorthand 5 Business Course 2 
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The interpretation of the replies is a rather sub¬ 
jective matter. The author believes that the pupil-regrets 
about not taking French and Latin stem from a desire for 
social equality rather than from inherent utility of the 
subject matter. Pronunciation and proper social usage of 
common Latin and French expressions seem to be the need. 
The impact of science on the very lives of graduates 
as well as on the content of motion pictures and popular 
printed matter aggravates the need for some elementary 
understanding of these fields. "Where this understanding 
is lacking the pupil regrets not having taken the courses 
in high school. World History falls into a similar category. 
The regrets for not having taken the other subjects 
seem to stem from highly practical considerations. Typing 
and shorthand are missed by college students who must take 
lecture notes and write papers. The need for bookkeeping 
and mathematics were expressed most frequently by graduates 
who are operating their own farms. 
Subjects Desired but Not Offered - An interpretation 
of responses to "courses not offered that you wish had been 
offered" reflects the individual experiences of graduates. 
Ex-soldiers wanted German. Stenographers wanted advanced 
shorthand and office machines. Four others wanted mechanical 
drawing. One response wanted an atomic energy course. 
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There were a total of twenty-seven different courses 
requested. A summary of the courses requested is in 
Table XIII. There were ten persons who expressed no 
need for additional courses. 
TABLE XIII 
Subjects Desired but Not Offered in High School 
Course Number Course Number 
Mechanical Drawing 4 How to Study 1 
Advanced Shorthand 3 How to Read 1 
Social Etiquette 3 Atomic Energy 1 
Word Study 3 Public Speaking 1 
Religion 3 Current Events 1 
Office Machines 2 Hygiene 1 
Economics 2 Geography 1 
Spanish 2 Art 1 
German 1 Journalism 1 
Advertising 1 None 10 
Law 1 
It would be impossible to include all the desired 
courses in the curriculum of any small school. Many 
courses are wanted by only one student. One suggestion 
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is to reorganize the present courses so that some other 
related subject is included. Another solution might be 
correspondence courses. Supervision would have to be 
given and a regular time set aside for the student to 
study these courses. 
Helpful Suggestions for Teaching - Question seven in 
the questionnaire asked for suggestions that might help 
the school in teaching young people today. The author 
attempted to consolidate these responses into some kind of 
summary or table but the replies were too highly individual. 
’’Up-to-date books” 
’’Play no favorites” 
’’Give credit when due” 
”Compulsory typing” 
’’Modem equipment in 
Household Arts.” 
’’Teach freshman how to study 
and how to read.” 
’’Practical application of 
subjects like math” 
’’Have pupils ask the 
questions and other pupils 
answer” 
’’Can something be done to 
teach high school students 
the importance of studying?” 
’’Use outside speakers to 
impress importance of high 
school education.” 
’’Better coaching” 
”Weekly summary and test” 
’’More educational movies” 
’’Offer more subjects” 
’’Stress quality of work first, 
then production.” 
’’More high school social 
gatherings” 
’’Teachers push too fast. Do 
not care if you get it or not” 
’’Teach that neatness is of 
prime importance” 
"Have teachers mingle with 
pupils more. Some pupils 
were actually afraid of 
teachers.” 
’’More guidance” 
’’Better teachers” 
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"When you need advice the 
teachers should not make 
you feel that you are 
’’Learn what is expected of 
you as students. Take them 
into the planning of their 
high school education.” taking too much of their 
time. 
The author has quoted a number of representative 
suggestions. From these come two conclusions which seem 
inescapable. First, the most voluble need was for guidance. 
That the world of adults is not the sheltered world of the 
classroom comes as a great impact on high school graduates* 
They go through a period of discouragement that encompasses 
all men as they stand on the thresholds of their careers* 
Our follow-up group was in the throes of this adjustment. 
Each tells what he found to be his most pressing need or 
deficiency. 
The second conclusion from the quoted suggestions in 
the foregoing list is that the school itself could be 
improved, physically and pedagogically. Modern equipment 
in laboratories and modern textbooks were indicated needs. 
A need for modem methods in teaching can be seen as a 
clear implication in some of the suggestions. In this 
connection the principal is strongly advocating that the 
teachers take a course in educational psychology. 
Results of a Repeat Performance in High School - These 
replies which came as a result of question VIII of the 
questionnaire showed what the graduates would do differently 
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had they the chance to go to high school again. The most 
frequent response was "Study more". Twenty-one replies 
contained this harsh self-criticism. Other replies did 
not indicate a trend in favor of specific changes of 
activity. Table XIV shows the essence of other replies 
and their frequency. 
TAELS XIV 
What Graduates Would Do Differently If High School 
Experience Were Repeated 
Reply Frequency 
Study more 21 
Take college course 5 
Take more Interest in English 5 
Do nothing different 5 
Go to another high school 5 
Get into more extra-curricular activities 4 
Take science more seriously 4 
Get higher grades 3 
Take typing 3 
Take shorthand 2 
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Among other replies occurring once there are two 
which seem like sound suggestions, "would like to hold 
a part-time job to practice what I learned in school" is 
the suggestion of a business course girl. "Be more out- 
f 
spoken for I was too shy to speak" indicates an adjustment 
need for at least one pupil. 
X 
Summary - Among suggestions offered by graduates were 
'those relating to subjects wanted but not offered in high 
school. These subjects numbered twenty. Although it is 
neither possible nor advisable to include all of these, 
better educational service might be obtained through 
integrating elements from desired courses with other 
subject matter. 
The suggestions for teaching contain some sound ideas 
regarding pupil-teacher relations, methods of teaching, 
visual aids, and better school eouipment. Just as changes 
in the school and the methodology are suggested so too are 
changes in the attitudes of pupils suggested in replies to 
the question of what would graduates do differently another 
time in high school. "Study more" was a response twenty-- 
one times. Change to college course and participate in 
more extra-curricular activities were some of the answers. 
CHAPTER IX 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
CHAPTER IX 
SUXMAEX, C0KCLU3I0K3 AKD REC0MH5EDATI0KS 
This paper concerns a small high school in the small 
town of Hatfield, Massachusetts, whose population is 2150. 
A brief history of the school is included in this paper. 
The school was founded as a private academy in 1872 ty a 
bequest from Miss Sophia Smith. The history of Smith 
Academy epitomizes the history of secondary education in 
the United States. 
Purposes of Study - The study was undertaken for two 
purposes. The first purpose was to get objective infor¬ 
mation about the cuality of Smith Academy as a high school. 
The second purpose was to determine how graduates made the 
transition from high school adolescence to adulthood. The 
first purpose was accomplished through the use of the 
evaluative criteria set forth ty the Cooperative Study of 
Secondary-School Standards. The second goal of the study 
was attained by analysis of results of a follow-up of five 
classes of graduates. The problem of determining how high 
school graduates make the adjustment to adulthood is com¬ 
plex. Therefore, the major portion of this study was 
devoted to presentation of data from the follow-up and to 
analysis of this data. 
Procedure for Making Evaluation of Smith Academy - The 
evaluative criteria was used by the school principal and 
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the staff, making the evaluation under the self-evaluation 
procedures described in the criteria. 
Results of Evaluation - The results of the evaluation 
are summarized in this paper. They show that the school 
rated in the upper half of the "good" area in histograms 
for all evaluations except Music and Guidance Staff. These 
two rated "fair" and "low good” respectively. 
The evaluation also showed that Program of Studies, 
Instructional Activities, Instructional Materials, Orga¬ 
nization, Staff and Pupil Avtivities rated in the area of 
"very good". 
In subject fields agriculture rated "excellent" and 
business training, English, foreign language, mathematics, 
boys physical education and science scored "very good". 
Procedure for Making the Follow-up.- A mimeographed 
letter and a questionnaire was mailed to each graduate in 
the five classes of the follow-up group. A personal note 
to each was added to the letter, for each graduate of this 
small high school was known to the author. Sixty-four 
percent of the graduates returned the questionnaire. For 
those who did not reply biographical information was 
obtained from friends, teachers or siblings now in high 
school. 
Criticism of Evaluation and Follow-up Information - The 
criteria used in the evaluation of Smith Academy were good 
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standards. The results would have been much more objective 
if, in addition to self-evaluation procedures, the visiting 
committee procedures were also used. A serious omission in 
the evaluation was the failure to evaluate the physical 
plant and school library. 
In the follow-up a serious criticism of the information 
was that it does not represent the group. Sixty-four per¬ 
cent responded to the questionnaire. Of the graduates in 
the top third of respective classes eighty percent answered 
the questionnaire whereas in the lower third only forty- 
eight percent replied. The replies of non-answering 
graduates might well have been the most valuable. 
Conclusion Drawn from Follow-up Data - Eighty percent 
of Smith Academy graduates remained in the immediate en¬ 
virons of Eatfield and fourteen percent live in other 
places in Massachusetts. Forty-eight percent of the group 
were married by June, 1951, being sixty-two percent of the 
girls and twenty-three percent of the boys. Nine married 
girls were working while twenty-six were homemakers. 
One half of the graduates were gainfully employed and 
one third were homemakers. Armed forces accounted for four¬ 
teen percent and nearly seven percent were in education. 
Friends and family were the most valuable placement agents. 
High school was terminal education for fifty-four 
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percent of the graduates. Fifteen additional graduates 
received further education for a few weeks or months 
until they got a jot. More nearly accurate, therefore, 
is the presentation of seventy-one percent as the terminal 
education group. The other twenty-nine percent of graduates 
were or will be graduated from business schools, nursing 
schools or four year colleges. 
Of the forty-six percent who received further formal 
education nine graduates will have college degrees, three 
are graduate nurses, and thirteen have business school 
diplomas. Interest in further adult education was expressed 
in the fields of English, bookkeeping, typing and shorthand. 
A need for guidance was apparent from analysis of 
suggestions from the graduates. Modem textbooks, labora¬ 
tory equipment and teaching methods were other needs of the 
school according to the graduates. Twenty-one graduates 
indicated they would study more if they had a chance to 
repeat their high school experience. Five would take college 
course, four would participate in more extra-curricular 
activities. 
Recommendations - The results of this study of Smith 
Academy and her graduates lead the author to make the 
following recommendations in the interests of better 
community service from a better high.school. 
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An evaluation of this school should be made by a 
visiting committee according to procedure described in 
1 
"Evaluative Criteria". This visiting committee procedure 
will yield results which the elected school committeemen 
can use to determine needs, to appraise the budgeting of 
funds to provide for the most pressing needs and to inform 
the electorate of these needs in order to win public 
support for expenditures of public funds. 
Another recommendation is that the follow-up be 
instituted as a permanent service of the school to the 
community. Instruction in the uses and values of the 
follow-up might well be given to the seniors before their 
graduation. In this way a continuous contact between 
alumni and the school might be maintained. The advantages 
of maintaining this contact are that the school will learn 
how better to serve the community. 
Areas of community service might be adult education 
courses to fill needs expressed in the follow-up responses, 
achievement of public interest and support among the alumni 
for school needs. The author believes that community 
leadership can be found among, follow-up respondents. 
The desire to serve the community may conceivably be 
(1) Evaluation Criteria. 1950 edition. Cooperative Study 
of Secondary-School Standards, p. 4. 
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inspired in an alumnus who has taken the first step toward 
community service hy participation in the follow-up. 
The author believes that constantly focusing the 
attention of the community on the betterment of its high 
/ 
school will make the school a more dynamic community 
institution. When this achievement is the product of 
the participation of large numbers of alumni the value 
of the suggestion for continuous follow-up will have 
been proven. 
APPENDICES 
LETTER ASKING FOR COOPERATION IN THE STUDY 
COPY OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
APPENDIX I 
LETTER ASKING FOR COOPERATION IN THE STUDY 
Office of the Principal 
Smith Academy 
Hatfield, Massachusetts 
(date) 
(address) 
Dear Smith Academy Alumnus: 
You are old enough now to realize that a teacher’s 
first job is to help his students. Now I want you to help 
me by answering the enclosed questionnaire and returning 
it to me at Smith Academy. 
In connection with my work at the University of 
Massachusetts I want to be able to answer these questions. 
How can a high school better prepare ita students to take 
their place in the world? What’s needed in high school? 
What's unnecessary? Is there some way to teach graduates 
the things they want to learn about after they are graduated 
and grown up? The questions are not as easy as some you 
have had in exams. 
Principal Jakobek is cooperating with me in this study. 
We believe you have been out of Smith Academy long enough 
to have some mature Judgment and valuable suggestions about 
these matters. 
The questions we have chosen will provide the infor¬ 
mation we need. With this information Smith Academy, and 
perhaps other schools, will be able to do their Job. 
Write any comments you have on the questionnaire when 
you mail it to me. 
Yours truly, 
(signed) Joseph Bart 
P.S. You can talk to me like an uncle. I won't spank 
you or tell. 
APPENDIX II 
GOFY OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Questionnaire To Graduates of Glasses T44, ’45, ’46, '47, *48 
Smith Academy, Hatfield, Mass. 
Name Address 
I. Did you go to school after graduating? Day?_Night? 
Reason Degree 
Date Date for or 
School Course Entered Left Leaving Diploma 
1. 
2. 
3. 
II. Where have you been employed since graduating? 
Date Date Type of 
Employer Address Entered Left Work 
1._ _ _ _ _ 
2.   _ _  
3.__ _ _ _ _ 
(Please include service in armed forces in this heading.) 
III. How did you get the job you now have? Please give 
some details.  
» 
Follow-up Questionnaire 
(continued) 
IV. In the subjects listed below can you mention anything 
that you wish had been included in the high school 
course?_ 
English 
U. 3. History 
Shorthand 
French 
Physics 
Latin 
V. What subjects were offered that you did not take, but 
that you now wish you had taken?_ 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Gen. Science 
Bookkeeping 
Household Arts 
Typing 
Agriculture 
World History 
Mathematics 
Office Practice 
VI. Are there any subjects not offered in high school that 
you wish you could have had?_ 
VII. Can you add any suggestion that might help us in 
teaching young people today?_ 
Follow-up Questionnaire 
(continued) 
VIII. If you had a chance to go through high school again 
what, if anything, would you do differently?_ 
IX. What subjects would interest you if they were offered 
in adult evening courses in your town or city this 
year?_ 
X. I-Iarried? Number of children 
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